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Abstract 
We develop a theory for Morita equivalence of Banach algebras with bounded approximate 
identities and categories of essential modules, using functors compatible with the topology. 
Many aspects of discrete theory are carried over. Most importantly, the Eilenberg-Watts 
theorem holds, so that equivalence functors are representable as tensor functors. This enables us 
to determine how Banach algebras which are Morita equivalent o a given Banach algebra are 
constructed. It also leads to Morita invariance of bounded Hochschild homology, thus 
providing an efficient tool for computation of homology groups. 
0. Introduction 
It is a prevalent point of view to understand an algebra (or more generally, an 
algebraic structure) through the spaces on which it acts, that is, through its modules. 
This point of view dates back at least to Frobenius and the early days of representa- 
tion theory. After the formation of category theory it was therefore natural to consider 
two algebras to be equivalent if they have equivalent categories of modules. In the 
paper [22] this was systematized and put to use, leading to the concept that has since 
been called Morita equivalence. 
If the algebra in question also has a topology in which the algebraic operations are 
continuous and perhaps some other added structure, it is an obvious task to make 
a Morita theory for the subcategory of modules which are compatible with these 
added structures. Some twenty years after Morita’s paper this was set forth in the 
context of von Neumann algebras and C *-algebras by Rieffel in a series of papers, see 
the survey article [29] and the references therein. The relevant categories are the 
categories of normal modules and Hermitian modules, respectively. His elegant proof 
of the imprimitivity theorem was the motivating application, but Rieffel was able to 
use his theory in many different areas of operator algebra, both as a means of 
classification and as powerful tool in the understanding of concrete algebras such as 
transformation group C*-algebras. 
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Before we proceed, let us briefly sketch important steps in purely algebraic Morita 
theory. In this context the theory is developed only for unital algebras. Two unital 
algebras R and S are called Morita equivalent if their categories R-mod and S-mod of 
unit linked left modules are equivalent, that is, if there are covariant functors 
F : R-mod - S-mod, 
G : S-mod - R-mod 
and natural isomorphisms q : GF - lR_,,,od and c : FG- Is,,,,,.+ One then proceeds 
to show that these functors are representable (the Eilenberg-Watts theorem) which is 
to say that there are bimodules P E S-mod-R and Q E R-mod-S such that F is naturally 
equivalent o M- P OR M and G is naturally equivalent o N---t Q 8s N. Such an 
equivalence module is seen to be a finitely generated projective generator. 
From this one realizes that R and S are Morita equivalent if and only if 
R z pMk(S)p and S z qMI(R)q for appropriate k, 1 E N and idempotents p E ML(S) 
and q E M,(R). Here M,(*) denotes the algebra of n x n matrices with entries from l . 
The aim of this paper is to carry out the analogue of this in the context of Banach 
algebras. Hence the module categories should consist of Banach modules and the 
equivalence functors should be continuous in an appropriate sense. It turns out, see 
Corollary 4.13, that if one restricts attention to unital algebras, Morita theory in the 
Banach sense coincides with classical Morita theory. (This is also the case for strong 
Morita equivalence of C*-algebras, see [29, p. 2961.) Perhaps this is implicitly the 
reason that Morita theory in connection with the algebras of analysis other than C*- 
and A W *-algebras (see, for instance, [S, 21,361) has often been meant in the classical 
sense, that is, involving statements about matrix algebras. However, many of the 
algebras of functional analysis do not have identities and a theory including non- 
unital algebras is called for. In [33] such an algebraic (but aiming at algebras of 
analysis) theory is described. In the classical theory the unit is essential in important 
steps in the development. It is therefore reasonable to assume that in the functional 
analytic setting much can be recaptured by using the topology to approximate the 
unit. A theory from this point of view is naturally based on a topological version of the 
tensor product. 
Hence we propose a theory for Banach algebras with bounded approximate units 
and their categories of essential left Banach modules and bounded module homomor- 
phisms. Our theory, apart from covering a substantial class of Banach algebras, meets 
two essential qualifications of the classical theory. It is representable, that is, there is 
a version of the Eilenberg-Watts theorem, and among the Morita invariants is 
(bounded) Hochschild homology. Since the equivalence classes in general are bigger 
than those obtained just by forming matrix algebras, this is a promising tool for 
computing Hochschild homology. 
There are two immediate obstacles for a transfer of the classical theory. Firstly, 
since the algebras are in general non-unital, there may be no projective objects in the 
categories of essential modules, and secondly, the categories of essential modules are 
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not abelian, not even for finite-dimensional algebras, since the range of a morphism 
need not be closed, so that cokernels do not always exist. However, these two 
obstacles can be overcome at a rather elementary level by means of the open mapping 
theorem and Cohen’s factorization theorem. 
The questions that originally raised our interest in Morita equivalence dealt with 
problems of (bounded) Hochschild cohomology of algebras of compact operators 
[lo]. We are grateful to G.A. Willis for having pointed to a possible connection to 
Morita theory. Some of the main results of [lo] have the general form: “Let d be 
a Banach algebra with certain properties and let 5@ be a subalgebra with certain 
properties. Then d is amenable if and only if 99 is amenable.” In Section 7 we shall 
show that this can be viewed as instances of Morita invariants. 
Our exposition is organized as follows. First we define Morita equivalence, find 
general properties as well as some elementary Morita invariants. Next we prove the 
Eilenberg-Watts theorem. With this at hand we are in the position to show that 
Hochschild homology is Morita invariant. In Section 7 we make some applications to 
algebras of compact operators. We finish with a discussion of examples of further 
areas of investigation. 
The reader may notice the solid influence of the expositions [1,4]. Throughout we 
shall assume basic knowledge of the language of category theory. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we will describe the module categories in which we work as well as fix 
notation and terminology. We shall follow usual conventions as, for example, in 
[12,24] and only give details to some extent. The standard (sometimes tacit) assump- 
tion is that Banach algebras have bounded approximate identities. This provides 
a setting where algebraic results about unital rings can be given functional analytic 
versions. The usual algebraic assumption that modules are unit-linked is replaced by 
modules being essential: et d, 9J and V be Banach algebras. The category of the left 
Banach &-modules and bounded module homomorphisms is denoted by &-mod. 
For X and Y in d-mod we denote the set of bounded module homomorphisms 
X- Y by ,h(X, Y). With the operator norm &h(X, Y) is a Banach space. For 
a module X in d-mod the submodule (a. X)- is called the essential part of X, and 
X is called essential provided (~2. X)- = X. The full subcategory of essential modules 
is denoted es+&-mod. Analogously, we have the categories of right modules mod-d, 
ess-mod-d and bimodules d-mod-B, ess-d-mod-g with corresponding sets of mod- 
ule homomorphisms h&(X, Y) and ,h,(X, Y). A bounded module homomorphisms 
rp : X- Y will be called manic if (py = 0 * y = 0, whenever yis a module homom’or- 
phism with codomain X, that is, cp is manic if and only if it is injective. Similarly, epic is 
defined by the cancellation property on the right, that is, cp is epic if and only if it has 
dense range. A manic (epic) is an embedding (epimorphism) if it has closed range. The 
notations &X, X, and &X, are shorthand indications that X is in &-mod, mod-d and 
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&‘-mod-B, respectively. For X in mod-d and Y in d-mod we define the topological 
tensor product X 6& Y as in [24]. It is the universal object for d-balanced bounded 
bilinear maps from X x Y and can be realized as X 6 Y/U where 6 is the projective 
tensor product and U=clspan(x.aOy-xOa.ylxEX, KEY, a~&}. For 
aXd and &Yw the tensor product X 6,, Y is naturally in 9%mod-%? and “being 
essential” follows suit. The canonical map rry: d 6,, Y- Y given by 
a O&y--* a. y is of vital importance. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1 (Rieffel [24]). If d has a bounded left approximate identity and 
Y E ess-d-mod, then ny is an isomorphism of modules. 
Proof. See [24]. 0 
The object of study in this paper is categories of essential modules over Banach 
algebras with bounded approximate identities. As pointed out in the introduction, 
since algebras of interest are not necessarily unital, and hence not free, left modules, 
projective objects may fail to exist. However, from the existence of a bounded 
approximate identity we may retrieve enough of the projectivity property for our 
purpose. First we make a definition. 
Definition 1.2. Let P E d-mod. We call P approximately projective if to every test 
diagram in &-mod 
P 
I 4 
4 
Y-Z-O 
where q : Y - Z is an epimorphism, there is a bounded net of module homomor- 
phisms (@&,,, gn: P- Y such that qGn - cp in the bounded strong operator 
topology (b.s.0.). 
Proposition 1.3. If d has a bounded right approximate identity, then &RI is upproxim- 
utely projective. 
Proof. Let (eJlsn be a bounded right approximate identity for s&’ and let 
J$, 
4 + 
Y-Z-O 
be a test diagram in d-mod. By the open mapping theorem there is a bounded net 
(Y&” in Y such that q(yA) = cp(el) (2 E A). Define en : JLZ- Y by GA(u) = a. yA. 
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Then ~(@A(u)) = q(aeJ, so that q4A- 3 ( b.s.0.). Since obviously @A E &h(&, Y), it 
follows that d is approximately projective. I-J 
Let us recall the definitions of the homological concepts flat and injective. A module 
P E d-mod is called Jlat if the functor- @,, P is exact, that is, if 
O-X-Y-Z-0 
is any short exact sequence in mod-d, then 
is a short exact sequence of Banach spaces. Similarly, a module Q E d-mod is called 
injectiue, if the functor ,h(-, Q) is exact. Analogously, we define flatness and injectivity 
of right Banach modules. 
For P E &-mod the space P* of bounded linear functionals is naturally in mod-&‘. 
The dual actions are defined by 
(X,X*.u)=(a.x,x*) (uEd,XEP,x*EP*). 
It is standard that &P is flat, if and only if P$ is injective and that &Q is injective, if and 
only if every diagram in d-mod 
O-X-Y 
I 
i * 
Q 
with i(X) closed can be completed by $ E ,h(Y, Q) to make it commutative. Analog- 
ous statements hold for right Banach modules. 
Proposition 1.4. Let P E ess-&-mod be approximately projective. Then P is Jut. 
Proof. We prove that P* E mod-d is injective. (Note that P* is not necessarily 
essential.) Let 
O-X-Y 
I- i 
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be a test diagram in mod-& with i(X) closed. Then we have 
P 
p** 
I ** 
y*- x* -0 
where P-P** is the canonical embedding. Let (@Ahen be a net in &h(P, Y*) 
completing the diagram and let 4 : P - Y * be a bounded weak operator topology 
(b.w.0.) accumulation point (identifying Bl(P, Y *) with (P & Y)*). Let j: Y + Y ** 
be the canonical embedding. Then 4 = $* oj completes the first diagram. 0 
Remark. The homological concepts projective, flat, injective, etc., are defined by 
means of the usual test diagrams. We do not consider “admissable” test diagrams as in 
the homology theory of Helemskii [12] since “admissability” is, except for trivial 
cases, not a functorial property. Our concepts are, in the terminology of Helemskii, 
strictly projective, strictly flat, etc. 
Definition 1.5. Let C be a subcategory of &-mod and let (My)yer be a family of 
modules in C. A direct sum of (M,) is a module M in C and a family of homomor- 
phisms in C: (iy)lsr, i,: My- M with supypr 11 i,(I < co such that for all modules 
X in C and all families of homomorphisms qpy: M,- X (y E r) in C with 
supyET )I cppy 11 < co there is a unique homomorphism cp :M- X in C such that 
cp 0 i, = qy (y E I’). The dual concept direct product is defined by reversing arrows. We 
use the notation asr My for direct sum and nrEr My for direct product suppressing 
the “coordinate-maps” (i,) as is customary. 
Standard arguments give that direct sums and products, if they exist, are unique up 
to isomorphism. 
Proposition 1.6. The category ess-d-mod has direct sums and products. 
Proof. The direct sum BYEr My can be realized as the el-sum of the modules My with 
coordinatewise module operations. It is clear that we obtain an essential module in 
this way. To define a direct product first form the Cartesian product x ysr My and 
make it an object in d-mod by means of the coordinatewise operations and the 
/,-norm. Define &- My to be the essential part (&. X ysr M,)-. 0 
In the next definition we summarize some important module concepts. 
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Definition 1.7. Let C be a subcategory of d-mod and let M be a module in C. 
(1) M is called faithful if a. M = (0) * a = 0. 
(2) M generates X E C, if there is a direct sum eYEr M of copies of M and an 
epimorphism eYEr M ‘P, X in C. M is a generator for C, if M generates all 
modules X E C. 
(3) M cogenerutes X E C if there is a direct product nIye,. M of copies of M and an 
embedding 0- X- flyer M in C. M is a cogenerator for C if it cogenerates 
all X in C. 
Proposition 1.8. If d has a bounded left approximate identity of bound d, then &JZ? is 
a generator for ess-d-mod. More precisely, for each X E ess-d-mod there is an 
epimorphism BYE,- d * X with inversion constant not exceeding d. 
Proof. Let r be the unit ball of X and let cp :eYEr d- X be the lift of the maps 
q,(u) = a. y. By Cohen’s factorization theorem cp is an epimorphism. More precisely, if 
1(x/I <l,thenthereisyErandaE&with IIa/I Idandx=ay[3,p.61]. 0 
Proposition 1.9. Suppose that A? has a bounded approximate identity. Then U E ess-d- 
mod is faithful zfund only if it cogenerates a generator. 
Proof. Suppose U is faithful. Let r be the unit ball in U. Then the map 
-C9-n,&J:~-(c.Y),E, is manic. Since sup 1lu.y Ij 2 (l/d) /lull, d being the 
bound of the approximate identity, it has closed range, so U cogenerates the generator 
._&‘. If U cogenerates M then a. U = (0) * a. M = (0). If M generates -c9, we get 
a. U = (0) =z- a. d = (0). But clearly, since d has a bounded approximate identity, 
a.&d={O} 0 a=o. 0 
The endomorphism algebra h&4,&) will be denoted I, the left centralizer 
algebra, and the endomorphism algebra ,h(d,d) will be denoted W(d), the right 
centralizer algebra. The double centralizer algebra is A?(&) = {(S, T) E 5?‘(d) x 
B(a) I aS(b) = T(u)b, a, b E A!}. The maps u-L,, (a- R,, a- (L,, R,)) em- 
bed d as a right (left, two-sided) closed ideal. 
Proposition 1.10. Let ME ess-&-mod. Then the module action can be extended to 
3(d). Similarly for right modules and two-sided modules. 
Proof. Let T E Y(d). For m E M define T . m = lim, Tel. m where (eJAEA is a boun- 
ded (left-) approximate identity for ~2, see [14]. lo 
2. Definition and basic properties of equivalence 
Throughout, & and 99 will denote Banach algebras with bounded two- 
sided approximate identities and ess-d-mod, ess-%mod will denote their respective 
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categories of essential Banach left modules. Functors between two such categories will 
always be assumed to be additive. Since we would also like to respect functional 
analytic properties we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. Let F : ess-d-mod- ess-S&mod be a (covariant) functor. We say that 
F is bounded if 
sup{ 11 FM,N 111 M,N E ess-d-mod} < co , 
where FM,N:dh(M,N)- ah(FM, FN) is F applied to homomorphisms, and we say 
that F is strongly continuous if FM, N is continuous with respect o the strong operator 
topologies on ,h(M,N) and tph(FM, FN) for all choices of M,N E ess-d-mod. 
Likewise, to compare bounded functors we need natural transformations to be 
bounded. 
Definition 2.2. Let q : F----t G be a natural transformation between two (bounded) 
functors F, G : ess-d-mod- ess-&?-mod. Then q is bounded provided 
sup { 11 qu 111 M E ess-d-mod} < 03 , 
where vu : FM - GM. If all yly’s are bijective we say that YI is a bounded natural 
isomorphism provided rl is bounded and 
sup { 11 y~y’ II 1 M E ess-d-mod} c cc . 
Equipped with these definitions we can now state the following definition. 
Definition 2.3. Two Banach algebras d and 9?l are Morita equivalent if there are 
bounded strongly continuous functors 
ess-&-mod 2 ess4%mod 
and bounded natural isomorphisms 
G 
7 : GF- less-.cemod, i : FG- less-d-mod. 
Such F and G will be called equivalence functors. If & and 93 are Morita equivalent 
we write d w 93. 
The fundamental properties on which most of the theory rests, are that an equiva- 
lence functor is an isomorphism on horn-spaces and that, if F and G are respective 
inverse equivalence functors, then both (F, G) and (G, F) are adjoint pairs of functors. 
The Banach algebra version of these statements is described in the following two 
propositions. The proofs follow closely the corresponding algebraic proofs, see, for 
instance, [l], so we give only sketches. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let F : ess-&-mod - ess-W-mod be an equivalence functor. Then the 
restrictions to horn-spaces 
are isomorphisms of Banach spaces and isomorphisms with respect to b.s.o. topologies 
such that Ff is manic (epic) zf and only tf f is manic (epic). Furthermore, 
sup { 11 F& 11 I M, N E ess-d-mod} < 0~). 
Proof. The inverses H : dh(FM, FN)- ,h(M, N) are given by 
Hf = nnGfrM’> 
where G is the inverse equivalence functor. Manic and epic are purely categorial 
terms. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let d and 33 be Morita equivalent with F and G as above. Then there 
are bounded natural isomorphisms 
4:,h(~,FM)---+,UG~,M), 
8:Ih(FM,N)-dh(M,GN) 
(bounded and natural in each variable). These are also isomorphisms with respect to b.s.o. 
topologies. Furthermore, 4(f) is manic (epic) if and only iff is manic (epic), and likewise 
for 8. 
Proof. The bounded natural isomorphism 4 is given by 
4(f) = nuGf (feioh(N,FM)) 
and 0 is given by 
g(f) = Gf& 
That, $J say, is natural in both variables means that 4(Fhyk) = h&y)Gk, whenever the 
compositions make sense. The boundedness and preservation of monies and epics are 
immediate from Proposition 2.4. 0 
Many constructions preserved by Morita equivalence can be viewed as instances of 
universal elements. The two propositions above are powerful tools, in particular 
because we can use them to show that certain universal elements are preserved by 
Morita equivalence. To be specific we make an appropriate definition, (see also [20]). 
Let Set be the category of sets and recall that if H : C- Set is a (co-/contravariant) 
functor from a category C, then a universal element for H is a pair (e, U) where U is 
an object in C and e E HU such that for all pairs ( f, W), where W is an object in 
C and f E HW, there is a unique morphism y in C such that H(y)e =f We shall be 
concerned with functors within the category of modules of the following type. 
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Definition 2.6. Let (Mi)iEI be a family of modules in ess-d-mod. We say that 
a (covariant) functor is associated to the family (A4i)i.r if it is defined on the full 
category ess-al-mod and for each M E ess-d-mod 
H(M) = ,TI (A(M,M)) 
and for each homomorphism 
Hy(A)ieI = (?fi)isI * 
The contravariant case is defined analogously. Here x iel stands for Cartesian 
product. 
Now suppose F : ess-d-mod- ess-g-mod has a right adjoint G with bounded 
natural isomorphism 8 : ,h(F(( a), * ) - ,h( *, G( e)) and that H is associated to 
(Mi)r.r* Then we define the covariant functor I& with domain ess-B-mod by 
and 
The contravariant case is defined analogously. 
Theorem 2.7. Let H be associated to a family (Mi)ier and let F : ess-d-mod- ess-W- 
mod be an equivalence. Then HF is associated to (FMi)i,,, and ((ei)is,, U) is a universal 
element for H if and only if ((Fei)i.I, FU > is a universal element for HF. 
Proof. The only non-trivial part of the first statement is that HF is defined on the full 
category es&&mod. To see this let y E iah(N1,Nz) and let (f;)iel E HF(N1). Then 
(dfi)iEI E H(GNr) and therefore (e(Yfi))isr = (G(Y)efi)ier = H(G(r))((e.&l) E 
H(GN,). Hence HF is associated to ((FMi)i,r. Now let N E ess-&l-mod and let 
(Alis E HF(N). Since a factorization 
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exists, if and only if the factorization 
Mi eiu 
Ofi 
\/ 
a (iEI) 
with B(b) = a exists, it follows that if ((ci)ier, U) is universal for H, then 
((Fei)isI, FU) is universal for Hr. Suppose now that ((Fei)i.I, FU) is universal for 
IIF and let M E ess-d-mod and (gi)iEr E HM. Then we have, applying K’, a unique 
factorization O-‘(~-~gi) = bFei (i E I). Hence gi = @(b)ei (i E I) and again unique- 
ness follows as above. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let F: ess-.&-mod- es&&mod be an equivalence and let (M,, Cpij) be 
a direct system. 
Then (FM,, Fqij) is a direct system and 
F 
(- ) - 
lim Mk = lim F(M,), 
F 
In particular, F preserves direct sums and products. 
Proof. lim Mk is the universal element for the functor - 
H(M) = {(_h)ke~I.h Ed (Mk,M),SUP II fkII < ~~.hfjc~ij}. 
Since F is bounded it follows that lim F& is the universal element for the functor Hr. 
The inverse limit statement follow~nalogously. 0 
We shall need a little more detail on direct sums. As is well known these can be 
specified to within isometric isomorphism, when the universal property is defined by 
diagrams 
@MjA M 
\/ 
4 fk 
Mk 
requiring II f II = SUP { II _h II >. Th’ IS is obtained by considering the functor 
H(M)= {(fk)l&E.&(Mk,M), IIfkII I I>, 
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defined on the (non-additive) category of essential modules and only contractions as 
morphisms. 
The obstacle of the category d-mod not being abelian, mentioned in the introduc- 
tion, manifests itself in the difference between being epic and epimorphic. Whereas 
only general category theory arguments were needed to show that equivalences 
preserve the property of being epic, extra arguments are needed to deal with epimor- 
phisms. We are now in the position to do this. 
Corollary 2.9. Let 
G9:O-+X~Y4.Z.O 
be a short complex in ess-d-mod. Then W is (split-) exact if and only ifF(V) is (split-) 
exact. 
Proof. The split-part follows from F being additive. The corollary now follows from 
viewing short exactness as a universal property: The complex % is exact if and only if 
(i,X) is the universal element for the functor 
H,(M) = U-e ,h(M, Y)lqof= O> 
and (q,Z) is the universal element for the functor 
To see this, first suppose that (i,X) and (q, Z) are universal elements as described. 
From the factorizations of the canonical map X/keri- Y and the inclusion 
kerq- Y, we see that i is manic and im i = kerq. Now if im i = ker q, then 
(Q, Y/ker q), Q : Y - Y/ker q being the natural map, is the universal element for 
HZ. Hence there is an isomorphism 6 : Y/ker q - Z, such that q = q”o Q. In part- 
icular q is surjective. Conversely, suppose %’ is short exact and put K = im i = ker q. 
By the open mapping theorem there are isomorphisms s E &h(K,X) and 
t E ,h(Z, Y/K) such that si = idx and Q = tq. It follows that (i,X) is universal for 
H1 and (q, Z) is universal for Hz. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let F be an equivalence jiunctor and let C#I and 0 be as in Proposition 2.5. 
Then Fy , 4(f) and O(g) are embeddings (epimorphisms) if and only if y, f and g are 
embeddings (epimorphisms). 
3. The Eilenberg-Watts theorem 
In pure algebra the Eilenberg-Watts theorem [9,34] states that a right exact direct 
sum preserving functor between module categories is, up to natural equivalence, given 
by tensoring. This is fairly straightforward, using that the tensor functor is right exact 
and preserves direct sums. It is easy to see that in the Banach algebra case a tensor 
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functor also preserves direct sums. However, since ess-d-mod is not an abelian 
category this functor is not in general right exact. Still, the algebraic proof of exactness 
can be adapted to give the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 -X -k Y 4, Z + 0 be a short exact sequence in d-mod and 
let P E mod-&‘. Then 
o-+P&9x ---+P&YY,P&z---+o 
is exact at P &,, X and im(l 6,, i) is dense in ker(1 6,, q). 
Proof. Clearly 1 g&q is surjective: Let C [Ipi 11 /zi II < co. By the open mapping 
theorem we may choose yi E Y SO that q(yi) = Zi and 111 pi 11 I/yi II < CO. It follows that 
(16.dd(CPi0.dYi) = CPi 6.dzi. It is also clear that im(1 &,,i) G ker(1 g&q). 
Hence let K = (im(l &,, i))) and consider the bilinear map /I: P x Z - P 6,, Y/K 
given by (p,z) -p O&y + K, where q(y) = z. Then p is well defined because, if 
q(y) = 0, then y = i(x) so p @& y E K. Furthermore, it is obviously balanced, and since 
q is open, it is bounded. It follows that there is a surjective bounded linear map 
p: P g&Z + P &,, Y/K such that, if ~1: P &,, Y/ker(l @,, q) -P @,,Z is the 
canonical isomorphism induced by q, we get a commutative diagram 
P &,, Y/ker(l @.,q)+ P&Z 
with aQfi = idpgd z. Hence fl is also injective, i.e. an isomorphism. It follows that 
K = ker(1 &,,q). 0 
In order to proceed, we shall need the following functional analytic version of the 
five-lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose we have a commutative diagram of topological vector spaces and 
continuous linear maps 
f x- Y- z-o 
4 f, 4 9, 4 
X’- Y’- Z’-0 
with lower row exact, upper row exact at Z, and (im f )- = ker g. Supposefurther that z1 
and z2 are topological isomorphisms. Then im f = ker g and z3 is an isomorphism, which 
is topological if g’ is open. 
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Proof. Since im f = z; ’ (imf’) is actually closed, this follows from the usual five- 
lemma and the fact that z3 is open when g’ is. q 
Theorem 3.3 (Eilenberg-Watts). Let F : ess-d-mod- ess-W-mod be an equivalence 
jiinctor. Then there is aPd E es&%-mod-d such thatF z gP &,, - . 
Proof. Let BP = F(d). Then we make P a right Banach d-module by 
p.a = F(R,)(p), where R,:x- xa is the element in the embedding of d into 
&h(&‘, a’). Since F is strongly continuous, P_, is essential. Let @ = gP &&-. We 
define a natural transformation r : @ - F by zM : P &,, M- F(M) where 
~M(P O&xx) = W,)(P) (P E P,x E W 
and R,: a - a. x E &h&t’, M). Then r is easily seen to be natural and 11 zM 11 I I( F II. 
So it is bounded. Furthermore, 
so that zA : P &,, d - F(d) is the Rieffel isomorphism. Next we show that r is an 
isomorphism on direct sums of copies of ~4. Let S = OS,, db = d. Since r is 
natural, we have commutative diagrams 
F(S) A Q(S) 
F&J 
I I 
@(i,) 
F(d) 54 @(d) 
Since both F (by Corollary 2.8) and @ are direct sum preserving, we see that rs is an 
isomorphism with inverse being the lift of (rA)-l. Referring to the proof of Theorem 
2.6 we see specifically that ri 1 = O-‘(a), where a is the lift of @@(i,)z, ‘). If we have 
chosen the contraction version of direct sums as described after Corollary 2.8 we get 
theestimate jIrS1ll < ~~8~~~18-‘~llI~~~I(. 
Now let M be arbitrary. Since SQ is a generator there is an exact sequence 
&f-S 2AM-O, 
with S1 and Sz direct sums of copies of &, II f lI,lI g II I 1 and such that the inversion 
constant of g is smaller than d, the bound of the approximate identity. Applying F and 
@ we get a commutative diagram 
@(Sd- ww----+ Q(M)- 0 
% % TM 
+ &I) - Wd - F(M)-0 
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By Corollary 2.9 and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, Z~ is an isomorphism and, using the bound 
of the inversion constant of g, we have (I zil II < d IIFII II zS,’ I( II 8-l 11, so that 
sup, II zyl 1) < co. It follows that r is a bounded natural isomorphism. 0 
Remark. In the definition of an equivalence functor we included the condition that it 
be continuous with respect to b.s.o. topologies. Since tensor functors do have this 
property, the condition is implicit, if we want the Eilenberg-Watts theorem to hold. 
On the other hand, the condition is explicitly used to obtain that the right action of 
d on &‘, defined by means of the equivalence functor, makes P& an essential 
d-module, cf. the first paragraph of the proof. 
Corollary 3.4. Let d and B be Banach algebras with bounded approximate identities. 
Then d x 93, if and only if there are essential bimodules BP& and &Qfo such that 
Q O8 P ?Z ~4 and P &I~ Q z g as bimodules. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part follows immediately. To prove the ‘if’ part let F = ,P @,,- 
and let G = &Q &a - . Then GF(M) = Q 6,, P g&M. Defining ry = zM 0 (A &,, lM) 
with rrM: d gd M- M the Rieffel isomorphism we get a natural isomorphism 
z:GF-~,,,-.+,,,~ with IIrlci/I I IJAIl and II zil II I (I A- ’ 11 d,d being the bound of 
the approximate identity. By symmetry d x @. 0 
In the next corollary the superscript ‘op’ indicates the opposite Banach algebra and 
the tensor product of Banach algebras is defined as in [3], that is, if d and g are 
Banach algebras, then the product of d 6 g is given by 
Corollary 3.5. Let SX?, 98, %? and 9 be Banach algebras and suppose that d x @ and 
g z 9. Then dop x 9Yp and d 6 %? x 33 &I 9. In particular there is a bounded, 
strongly continuous equivalence between the categories of essential bimodules ess-d- 
mod-d and ess-.@-mod&. 
Proof. Let P 1o &, &QtO, aV, and *pW, be modules providing the equivalences as- 
sumed. Defining doVPgOp = igPd, etc. we see that ~4’~ z 5Pp. Likewise, defining 
8g39Xdg3, = .&5 6% 9Vw and db3QYa~3J = &QB 6 yW, with module multiplications 
given by (b @I d). (p 0 v) = bp 0 dv, etc., we see that the modules X and Y give 
a Morita equivalence & & %? w g 6 9. 0 
We have the following version of uniqueness of adjoints [20, IV Corollary 1.1). We 
state it for covariant left adjoints. 
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Proposition 3.6. Let F1, F2 : ess-d-mod -+ ess-SSmod be bounded covariant finctors. 
Suppose there is a bounded isomorphism 
natural in both variables. Then F1 and F2 are naturally isomorphic. 
Proof. Define z : F2 - F1 by 
Then z is easily seen to be natural with inverse zil = I-‘(id,,,,,). Hence z is 
a bounded natural isomorphism. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Suppose F is an equivalence from ess-&-mod to ess-&?-mod given by the 
bimodule BPd. Then the inverse is up to natural isomorphism d @dBh(P,,-). 
Proof. d &dBh(Pd,-) is the right adjoint of dP 6&-, see [12, 11.5221. 0 
4. Morita contexts 
Suppose two Banach algebras with bounded approximate identities, d and S9’, are 
Morita equivalent, an let I : _+Q &,, P&- d and P : @P &,, Qd-91 be the corres- 
ponding bimodule isomorphisms. Exactly as in [4, p. 331 we may adjust the isomor- 
phism so that they are given by bounded balanced bilinear bimodule maps 
(.;):QxP--+d, 
[.;]:PxQ-93, 
satisfying 
CP941P = P(%P’)Y 
4’CP> 41 = (4’9 P)4 
for all p, p’ E P, q, q’ E Q. 
(1) 
Definition 4.1. Let S$ and a be Banach algebras with bounded approximate identities 
and let ,P, and &Qa be essential bimodules. Suppose there are bounded module 
homomorphisms 1 and ,U given by bounded bilinear balanced module maps 
(.;):QxP- LX?’ and [ *, -1: P x Q- 9 satisfying (1) above. Then we call 
(&‘, &?, Q, P, I, p) a Morita context. If 1 and ,U are epimorphisms, the Morita context is 
full. 
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Just as in the algebraic case we may now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let & and 3? be Banach algebras with bounded approximate identities. 
Then d z 6? if and only if there is a full Morita context (XI, 2, Q, P, 2, u). 
Proof. We have just noted that existence of a full Morita context, when &’ z a. 
Hence suppose we have a full Morita context. Then by definition P and Q are essential 
bimodules. We must show that the maps 1 and p are injective. Hence let C (qi, pi) = 0 
and take p E P, q E Q. Then 
~4~P~~4iO~Pi~~4CP~4ilOOPi~~4O~SP~4ilPi~4~SP~~4i~Pi~~o 
so a&i &Pi = 0 Vae d. Since d has a bounded approximate identity and Q &,, P 
is essential Cqi OaPi = 0. The Morita equivalence now follows from Corollary 
3.4. 0 
Remark. Given a Morita context (&‘, a’, Q, P, A, u), all we technically need in order to 
show that 7zy o(,? @ ly) is an isomorphism, is: There is a bounded approximate 
identity (ei) for .& and a bounded net (ci) in Q &,, P such that n(ci) = ei. However, this 
implies that I is surjective. Any a E d we may write as a Cohen factorization a = a’x. 
Looking at the proof of Cohen’s factorization theorem, as it is for instance given in 
[3], we see that a’ may be chosen of the form a’ = I,“=, Kke& with (Kk) a certain 
tl-SeqUenCe of COmpkX numbers. Hence a = n(x Kkc&. x). 
In [lo, Theorem 5.41 it is proved that, if d is a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity and 9 is a closed left ideal with a bounded left approximate 
identity for &, then d is amenable if 9 is amenable. Presupposing Section 6, this 
follows from the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. Let & be a Banach algebra and -9 a closed left ideal, .both having 
bounded approximate identities. Suppose that 9 in addition has a bounded left approx- 
imate identity for d. Then 9 z &. 
Proof. With the natural product maps A : 9 6,, d - d and p : d @& 4 - 9 we 
see from Proposition 1.1 that (d, 9, &Ys, j&d, 1, p) is a full Morita context. 0 
We now give the most important instance of a Morita context. 
Example 4.4. Let E E ess-mod-d, and let E” be the essential part of h,(E, &) E d- 
mod, i.e. E” consists of homomorphisms of the form x- acp(x) (a E d, 
cp E h,(E,&)). Let $7” = hd(E,E). Then E E 9?‘-mod-& and E’ E d-mod-&. We 
define bilinear maps 
(.;):E”xE-d, 
[.;]:ExEP---+@, 
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given by 
(4%x) = V(X) 2 
C-%cpl(Y) = e4Y) 
for all x,y E E, cp E E”. With the canonical actions of d and $9’ (. , *) is @“-balan- 
ted and [ -, -1 is d-balanced, so that there is a Morita context (a, an, ES, E, A, p). This 
is called the derived Morita context of E. Note that the image of p is a two-sided ideal 
in 9’. 
We now address the question: Given a Banach algebra ~4 with bounded approx- 
imate identity, determine the Banach algebras with bounded approximate identities 
which are Morita equivalent o d. Such an equivalence is by the Eilenberg-Watts 
theorem given by a certain module P& E ess-mod-& on which the algebra Morita 
equivalent o d acts on the left. We shall call such a module P& an equivutence module, 
so more detailed the question can be phrased: Which modules in ess-mod-d are 
equivalence modules, and which Banach algebras Morita equivalent to d does 
a given equivalence module give rise to? 
Before we proceed, we note a useful consequence of Cohen’s factorization theorem. 
Lemma 4.5. Let rp:V-+9 be a bounded algebra homomorphism between Banach 
algebras. Assume that %’ has a bounded left approximate identity and that rp(%?) is a right 
ideal. Then cp has closed range. 
Proof. Using 40 we may regard .9 as a module in %-mod. By Cohen’s factorization 
theorem cp(%‘)9 is closed. Now rp(U) = rp(%‘)rp(U) E cp(%)9 = cp(%‘)9 E cp(%?). 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let d and 99 be Banach algebras with bounded approximate identities, 
suppose that JJ w a’, and let P& be an equivalence module for this equivalence. Let 
(&, S?‘, P’, P, I, ,u) be the derioed Morita context. Then ~1 maps P && Px isomorphically 
onto a closed two-sided ideal 8 E 93’ with a bounded left approximate identity, and 93 is 
(isomorphic to) a closed left ideal of 8, such that 978 = 8. 
Let %Z be any closed left ideal V c 8 with a bounded approximate identity such that 
%8 = 8, and put &W, = P’. %?, the s&’ - % essential part of P”. Then the restricted 
Morita context (sG’, %Z, W, P, I, p) is full, so that ~4 x %. 
Proof. Let (d,%dQI,I P A , a /I) be a full Morita context establishing the equivalence, 
and let ( *, *) and [ ., +] be the corresponding balanced bilinear maps. Then we have 
a bounded module map 3: &Q -&P’ and a bounded algebra homomorphism 
!P : W - B’. These are given by q + 5 and b- $ where 
5(x) = (494, x E p 
and 
$(x)=b.x, XEP. 
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Here the module action of W on P is the given one. From the identity 
Y 0 /? = p 0 (1 @,, E) and surjectivity of fl, it follows that Y(a) is a left ideal in $3’. 
Since g has a bounded approximate identity, Y has closed range by Lemma 4.5. To 
see that !P is l-l, suppose that b.x = 0 ‘V’XE P. Then b[x,y] = [b.x,y] = 0 VXE P 
kfy~ Q so that bb’ = 0 V&E $3. Since 28 has a bounded approximate identity, b = 0. 
If we identify B with its image in 9?“, the map B is a morphism in d-mod-@. We 
now show that it is an isomorphism onto the d - 93 essential part of P”. Clearly 3 is 
a map into the essential part, since Q is essential. Suppose that e = 0, i.e. that (4, x) = 0 
Vxc P. Then as above we get that q/l(t) = 0 V,~E P &,,Q so that q = 0. Hence B is 
injective. Now let 5. b be a generic element of the $&essential part of P”, and write 
b = p(t) with t = CPi &dqi. Then for x E P we have 
so that t . b = E((ze 0 5 O& l)(t)), where np: d Od Q- Q is the Rieffel isomor- 
phism. 
Let x, y E P, let q E Q, and let cp E P”. Then p(Cx, qly Od cp) = Cx, qlp(y Od 49, so 
that d = ,u(P 6,, P”) is a two-sided ideal containing (the copy of) 63 and such that, 
using Cohen’s factorization theorem, 96’ = 8’. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 
we see that d is closed, and using that toP is essential we may argue as above to show 
that p is injective. 
Finally, let V E d be any such closed left ideal, and put d W, = P” . V ( z PR @,, %‘). 
Since tpP is essential and B c B, P is essential as a left 8 module, and since %?&’ = 8, it 
is essential as a left V module, when the module action of d is restricted to %. It follows 
that P&),(P%9)ismappedontoVand that cpc&x- cp(cx):(P%?)&P-&is 
onto. Hence the Morita context (&, %7, W, P, A, p) is full. 0 
Our next task is now to determine which modules Pa E ess-d-mod give rise to full 
Morita contexts. 
Proposition 4.7. Let Pa E: ess-d-mod. Then the canonical map 
^ 
A:dP8@P&--+d 
is onto if and only if Pa is a generator. 
Proof. A module is a generator if and only if it generates d. Suppose the map 1 is 
onto. Let Or PA be the direct sum of copies of P, where P is the unit ball of *PA. If 
cp :Or PA - A is the map that lifts all y : PA - A(y E r) then clearly cp is onto, when 
2. is onto. Conversely, suppose that & is a surjective image of a direct sum 
cp :Or Pa - d. Each coordinate y corresponds to an element of hJP, d), namely 
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(py = rp 0 i,. Since each element a E & has the form a = Cypr (pYpy with Z II pu II < co 
we see that the map I : &P” 6 Pd- a’ is surjective. 0 
Let 23 = P @,, P’, and let as before (. , *) and [ ‘, * ] denote the bilinear maps from 
the derived Morita context. If we define a product 
then g is a Banach algebra and p : 93 - .GiJ’ is a bounded algebra homomorphism 
mapping onto a (not necessarily closed) two-sided ideal of 93\‘. 
We want to investigate when @ has a bounded approximate identity. In order to 
give a symmetric treatment of left and right approximate identities we make the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.8. Let S E h,(P,P) then S’ E ,h(P*,P”) is defined as 
S”ql = qls. 
Proposition 4.9. Let (b,)r be a bounded net in P g&9”“. Suppose that P& is a generator. 
Then (b,)r is a lef bounded approximate identity ijand only ifp(b,)- idp b.s.o. and 
(b,)r is a right bounded approximate identity if and only if p(b,)“- idpr b.s.o. 
Proof. From the identities 
and 
we see that b.s.o. convergence implies the existence of approximate identities. Con- 
versely, since P& is essential generator we get for a generic element y(cp, x) E PsB that 
Ab,)(y(cp, 4) = Ab,y C3d cp)(x)- CY, cpl x = Y(CP, 4, so that dby)-- & b.s.0. 
when (b,), is a bounded left approximate identity. Similarly, let (cp, y)+ be a generic 
element in P”. Then 
&J’((cp~y)rC/) = ,4hJ"(cpCy~~1) = cpCy,$lAb,) 
when (b,), is a right approximate identity. 0 
We now give a criterion for ?3 to have a bounded left approximate identity. 
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Definition 4.10. Let P E ess-mod-d. We say that P is a progenerator if P is a generator 
and there are finite sequences (xi); in P and (E~)Y in h,(P, A) such that p = 1: Xi&i(p) 
for all p E P. We say that P is an approximate progenerator if P is a generator and there 
are nets of sequences ((Y~~)~)~ in P and ((E,~)~)~ in h,(P,A) with /IynyII = 1 
(n E N, y E r) b and sup7 {C, I/ E,,~ II } < co such that 
lim 1 h,&9 = P (P E P) . 
I- 
Note that we may state the condition for a progenerator as the existence of a finite 
set of projective coordinates. Hence a progenerator is a finitely generated projective 
generator (exactly as it is defined in the purely algebraic case). Similarly an approx- 
imate progenerator is approximately projective. Note also that, since P& is essential 
we may replace h,(P,&) by P”. 
Proposition 4.11. Let P& be a generator and consider the derived Morita context: 
(zZ,S?‘, P”, P, 1, p). Let 99 = P &d P”. Then 99 is unital if and only if Pd is a proge- 
nerator, in which case p : ~43 - 98’ is an isomorphism. 23 has a bounded left approximate 
identity if and only if P& is an approximate progenerator, in which case p: B-9i9’ is an 
isomorphism onto its range. 
Proof. By (the proof of) Proposition 4.9 the Banach algebra W is left unital if and only 
if 3b E 9? such that p(b) = idp. But then clearly ,u(b)’ = idpl so that g is actually unital. 
If P& is a progenerator with projective coordinates Q, . . . , E, and generators x1, . . . , x,, 
then pc(Cy Xi &d&i) = idp. Conversely, suppose that p(C y Xi @& Ei) = idp with 
1: 11 Xi II I/ Ei II < CO . Then for n sufficiently large the element S = ~(1; Xi OJpsi) in B’ 
is an invertible operator. It follows that elSel, . . . ,&,S-l and xl, . . . ,x, constitute 
a finite system of projective coordinates and generators. 
Similarly $3 has a left approximate identity if and only if there is a bounded net (b,), 
so that p(b,)-idp b.s.o. But, as above, this means that Pd is an approximate 
progenerator. If P& is an approximate progenerator, then p has closed range by 
Lemma 4.5. Then injectivity follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 0 
Combining Proposition 4.11 with Theorem 4.6 we get (with %’ and tp as in the 
notation of Theorem 4.6) the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.12. Let P& be an equivalence module. Then P& is an approximate proge- 
nerator. Conversely, if P& is an approximate progenerator, then P& is an equivalence 
module for an equivalence with any $7 c 6 (if any) satisfying the hypothesis in Theorem 
4.6. 
Corollary 4.13. Let d z 39 and suppose that &? is unital. Then there are n E N and an 
idempotent matrix p E M,(d) so that 93 z pM,,(&)p. 
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Corollary 4.14. Let p be an idempotent in &(xZ), the double centralizer algebra of JZI. 
Assume that the multiplication map 
is surjective. Then pdp x d. In particular, ~4 x M,,(d). 
Example 4.15. Which Banach algebras (with bounded approximate identities) are 
Morita equivalent o C? Let X be a Banach space such that Xc is an equivalence 
module. Then Xc is finite-dimensional. To see this we form the derived Morita context 
(C,SI(X),X*,X,tr,Tr) where tr(x* @ x) = x*(x) and Tr(x @ x*) is the rank 1 oper- 
ator 5 - x* (5) x. From Theorem 4.12 it follows that the tensor algebra X &I X* has 
a bounded left approximate identity. But then X is finite dimensional, see [32, 
Corollary 2.61. Thus the only Banach algebras Morita equivalent o @ are the matrix 
algebras M,,(C), exactly as in the discrete case. 
5. Elementary Morita invariants 
In this chapter we treat properties which are rather easily seen to be preserved by 
Morita equivalence. Throughout F and G is a pair of equivalence functors and 4 and 
0 are the associated natural isomorphisms for adjointness as in Section 1. Our 
exposition only adds the necessary functional analytic overtones to standard treat- 
ments such as [l]. 
Theorem 5.1. Let d z @ and let F be an equivalence functor. Let M E ess-d-mod. 
Then 
(1) M is injective (projective, approximately projective) e FM is injective (projec- 
tive, approximately projective). 
(2) M is a generator (cogenerator, faithful) -FM is a generator (co-generator, 
faithful). 
(3) M is (topologically) irreducible c> FM is (topologically) irreducible. 
Proof. (1) The only functional analytic considerations concern the statement about 
approximately projective modules. Consider the test diagram 
FM 
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and apply G and 8 to get a test diagram 
M 
GY- GZ-0 
Gq 
Assuming that M is approximately projective there is a bounded family 
$i E JI(M,GY) such that (Gq)o$i - 8~. Since 8 is an isomorphism with respect o 
b.s.o. topologies we get that 8- ‘(Gq 0 $i) = qO_ ‘($i)+ cp b.s.o., completing the 
original test diagram. Conversely, if FM is approximately projective then GFM, and 
hence its isomorphic image M is approximately projective. 
(2) This is immediate, using Proposition 1.9, since an equivalence preserves direct 
sums and products and 4 and 8 preserve epimorphisms and embeddings. 
(3) This follows from Corollary 2.10 together with M being (topologically) irredu- 
cible if and only if for all M’ E ess-d-mod the set ,h(M’, M) consists of 0 and (epics) 
epimorphisms. 0 
Corollary 5.2. Suppose ~2 x W. Then d is primitive (semisimple), if and only if%3 is 
primitive (semisimple). 
Proof. SI is primitive if and only if it has a faithful irreducible module. d is 
semisimple if and only if there is a faithful module, which is a direct sum of irreducible 
modules. 0 
One of the most important features of an equivalence functor is that it takes the 
lattice of closed submodules of given module to the lattice of closed submodules of the 
equivalent module. Using the open mapping theorem, the purely algebraic proof of 
this can be adapted to give the next theorem. For a Banach module M, denote the 
lattice of closed submodules of M, by Lat(M). For two modules K E M we let 
zK_M denote the inclusion. 
Theorem 5.3. Let CZZ and ~43 be Morita equivalent with equivalence jiinctor F. Then for 
each M E ess-d-mod the map 
UK) = im F(zK+~) 
is a lattice isomorphismfrom Lat(M) onto Lat(FM). 
Proof. Modulo applications of the open mapping theorem, this follows closely 
the algebraic proof. Let K be a submodule of M. Since an equivalence functor 
preserves short exact sequences &(K) is a closed submodule so that A,: 
Lat(M)- Lat(FM). Since F is a functor, AM is order preserving. We claim that 
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is the lattice inverse to nM. Firstly, by Corollary 2.10, TM(N) is a closed submodule of 
M and since 4 is natural, that is, qb(izil) = 4(iZ)Gil, rM is order preserving. Let 
N = n,(K) and consider 
N1”-‘“FM 
FK 
Since F(I~_,,,,) is an isomorphism of FK onto AM(K) = N there is, by the open 
mapping theorem, an isomorphism h: FK- N, such that lN+FMh = F(zK+M). Ap- 
plying 4 we get 
Since Gh and 4(idFK) are isomorphisms onto the domains of ~(~N+,vM) and ~K+N, 
respectively, we see that im4(IN_+FM) = imlK_,M = K. Now let N E FM and put 
K = T,(N). Then look at 
GN 
Since ~(zN+FM) has closed range there is, by the open mapping theorem, an isomor- 
phism y : GN - K, such that 
Hence 
so that 
A,(K) = im F(zK.+M) = im tN+FM = N. 0 
Next we prove that equivalent Banach algebras have isomorphic centres. The 
nomenclature needed is the following: 
Definition 5.4. The set of bounded natural transformations from the identity functor 
1 esr_d_mod t  itself is called Nat(&). It is a commutative Banach algebra with composi- 
tion as product and norm as in Definition 2.2. The centre of & (sometimes also called 
the ideal centre) is the commutative Banach algebra Cen(.&) = {cp E P’(d) I cpR, = 
R,q Vu E d} = {cp E B?(d) 1 cpL, = L,cpVae d} = db,(d,d’). 
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Proposition 5.5. Cen(&) and Nat (&‘) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let cp E Cen(&‘) and let M E ess-d-mod. Then M E .Y(YQI)-mod by Proposi- 
tion 1.10, so the map yap :m- cp . m defines a bounded natural transformation. 
Conversely, if q : lw_d_mod- less_d_mod is a bounded natural transformation, then 
rA E Cen(d). 0 
Theorem 5.6. If L-J x 33, then Cen(&) and Cen@?) are isomorphic as Banach algebras. 
Proof. We invoke Proposition 5.5. Let F, G, q and i be as usual and let 
Nat(&) & Nat@) be defined by 
s 
T(oh = G-‘(~GN) = IwFCJGN)IN~, 
WM = F-‘(WI) = v~Gh)~li~, 
for M in ess-d-mod and N in ess-W-mod. Then 
By Proposition 2.4 there is an isomorphism a: GFM- M such that F(a) = cFM. 
Hence ST(o), = a0GFMa-l = cM, where the last equality follows from I3 being 
natural. That T (0) is a natural transformation is seen by noting that a diagram is 
commutative if and only if its image under G is commutative. 0 
It is now clear that the theory for Morita equivalence is a theory for non-com- 
mutative Banach algebras in the sense that, even for commutative algebras, non- 
trivial results involve non-commutative algebras. 
Corollary 5.7. Two unital commutative Banach algebras are Morita equivalent if and 
only if they are isomorphic. A unital Banach algebra is Morita equivalent to a 
mutative Banach algebra if and only if it is equivalent to its own centre. 
Now let d M 93 via an equivalence F: ess-d-mod- ess-B-mod. Then for each 
two-sided closed ideal in &, the set 
@(I) = ann&F(d/l)) 
is a closed two-sided ideal in W. The map @ is actually a lattice isomorphism. 
Theorem 5.8. Zf & E 49, then the mapping @ is a lattice isomorphism from the lattice of 
closed two-sided ideals in d onto the lattice of closed two-sided ideals in 99. Further- 
more, for each closed two-sided ideal in ~4, there is an equivalence 
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Proof. Except for some obvious changes, this can be proved exactly as it is proved in 
[l, 21.11-J j-J 
Corollary 5.9. Zf d is topologically simple, and d x W, then 93 is topologically simple. 
Corollary 5.10. Zf d x 93, then their structure spaces n, and n, are homeomorphic 
when equipped with the hull-kernel topologies. Furthermore dlrad d x &J’/rad ~9,. 
Proof. From Corollary 5.2 we see that an ideal P E n, if and only if@(P) E ZI,. Since 
@ is a lattice isomorphism we get for E E U& that @(ker E) = @( n{P 1 P E E}) = 
n {C?(P) 1 P E E} = ker a(E). Similarly for a closed two-sided ideal 9 E d we get 
hull @(s) = @(hull 9). In particular @(rad (a)) = rad (g) whence, invoking The- 
orem 5.8, &/rad& x a’/rad@. 0 
6. Morita invariance of bounded Hochschild homology 
Let us assume JZ? x g. By Corollary 3.6 there is an equivalence between the 
categories of essential bimodules given by P E ess-&mod-& and Q E ess-&-mod-&Y so 
that the equivalence functor 
ess-d-mod-d- ess-S&mod-g 
has the form 
In particular the modules P and Q are flat as d- and 9%modules. 
We want to show that Z&X?‘, M) g S&8, P &,, M &,, Q), where the isomorphism 
is an isomorphism of semi-normed spaces. Our motivation to do this originates in 
questions of computing Hochschild cohomology with coefficients in dual modules, 
that is, the theory obtained by dualizing Hochshild homology. In pure algebra Morita 
invariance of Hochschild cohomology for unital algebras is easily treated by viewing 
Hochschild cohomology groups as cases of Ext-groups and utilizing that an equiva- 
lence preserves projective resolutions and horn-spaces. There are two reasons that this 
will not work in our case. First of all there may be no projective objects in es+&‘- 
mod-d. The second problem arises in the definition of Ext in the Banach algebra case. 
We want resolutions to split as Banach spaces and such a splitting is not preserved by 
the equivalence. We shall therefore use a different approach and adapt the proof of 
[7]. The idea, due to F. Waldhausen, is to make a double complex (in the first 
quadrant) starting by placing the chain complex giving the Hochschild homology for 
& on the first axis and the chain complex giving the Hochschild homology for 99 on 
the second axis and then fill out so that the double complex is vertically and 
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horizontally acyclic except possibly on the axes. A standard spectral sequence argu- 
ment will then in the algebraic case finish the proof. However, rather than developing 
spectral sequence techniques in general for double complexes of Banach spaces and 
bounded chain differentials we give an ad hoc argument for the case we need: 
Lemma 6.1. Let Mp,4 be a double complex of Banach spaces in the jrst or third 
quadrant with bounded diferentials Jr,,: Mp,q+ Mr- l,q and di,,: Mp,4- Mr,e- 1. 
Assume that S*(M,,,,d*,,) = %*(M,,,,di,,) = {O}forq # Oandp # O(i.e.rowsand 
columns are acyclic except possibly on the axes). Then &‘,(M,,,,di,,) is isomorphic as 
a graded semi-normed space to S*(Mo,*,d;l,*). 
Proof. We give the proof for a double complex in the first quadrant. Denote the 
vertical complexes (M,,,,dz,,) by (Cp,dp) p 2 0. Assume that (CP,dr) is acyclic for 
p 2 1. Recall that (Tot M,d) is the complex given by (Tot M), = @p+4=n Mp,4 and 
4, = @p+4=nd;,q + die. The natural embedding (Co, do)- (Tot M, d) is a chain 
map, so we have a long exact sequence 
;rE”,(C”,do)--+ X*(Tot M,d)- &‘;,(Tot M/C’,d)- &_,(C”,do) 
Here (Tot M/C’,d) is the natural quotient chain complex. This complex is (isomor- 
phic to) the total complex of the double complex M’ obtained from M by replacing 
the 0th column by the zero-column, i.e. Mj,, = Mp,4 for p 2 1, M& = {0}, and 
dL,Q for p 2 2, dg,, for p 2 1 are unchanged. Similarly we define M” to be the double 
complex obtained from M be replacing the 0th - (n - 1)th columns by zero-columns. 
As above, we get long exact sequences 
~~(C”,dP)-~.,JTotMP,d)-X;(TotMr+1,d)-~~_1(CP,dP). 
Now for p 2 1, %‘*(Cp,dp) = (0) so we have 
.X*(TotMP,d) E &(TotMP+l,d) 
for p 2 1. Since MP is supported to the right of p we have sE(Tot MP, d) = (0) for 
p > n. It follows that #*(Tot M ‘, d) = (0), so that X* (Co, do) E X* (Tot M, d). Since 
the homology groups have the form ker T/im S, where T and S are bounded linear 
maps, they are semi-normed spaces. The maps in the long exact sequences are 
continuous maps of semi-normed spaces, so the above isomorphism is topological. 
Similarly, we get that zF*((M,,~, di,o) r S* (Tot M, d), proving the claim. 0 
We now state the theorem on Morita invariance of bounded Hochschild homology. 
In order to make a symmetric statement, let N = P 6,, M. Then M s Q &$a N and 
P~$&M&&QEN&Q. 
Theorem 6.2. With notation as above we have 
as semi-normed spaces. 
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Proof. We start by forming a double complex with the Hochschild complex for d, 
shifted 1, on the horizontal axis and the Hochschild complex for 9, shifted 1, on the 
vertical axis. Thus 
coo = 0 
We then fill out the rest of the first quadrant by 
= C,-,(d,Q&?@‘(n-l)&jN) 
= C,-,(LB,N&@“‘“-“&Q), 
where the identifications made just are permutations of the tensor factors. We next 
define vertical and horizontal differentials to form the double complex. We let 
dh : cm, - Ccm_l)n (m 2 2, n 2 0) be the Hochschild differential a,,,_ I : 
C,_I(d,Q&L&9~(n-1) 6 N)--+C,_,(&‘,Q & 9+-r’& N), where formally 
$+(o, = C and Q 6 c#+ 1) 8 N = Q h,N. We define d,,: Cl,,- Co,, for n 2 1 by 
d,&@b(“-l)@x) = b’“-“@x@&q, 
where b(“-‘)E .%g(n-l), q E Q and x o N. 
The vertical differentials are defined by interchanging the roles of d and ~4?. Since 
the horizontal and vertical differentials “operate” at disjoint places, it is clear that they 
commute, so if we alternate signs on, say the vertical, differentials we have a double 
complex. 
We now show that the row complexes are acyclic for m 2 1. By definition of h& the 
maps dh : Cln- Co, (n 2 1) are onto. It is also clear that dh 0 dh = 0 at m = 1. The 
acyclicity now follows from the following two lemmas, whose proofs in essence are 
adaptations of the proof of H-unitality of Banach algebras with bounded approximate 
identities, [36, Proposition 51.1. 
Lemma 6.3. The horizontal complexes ... - G,,-+ Cl”-* Con+ 0 (n 2 1) are 
exact for m = 0 and m = 1. 
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Proof. We have already noted the exactness at m = 0. Now 
d,:~8(n-1)~,gQ~)-~~(m-1)~Q @N 
is given by 
b’“-“OaOqOx-b’“-‘)OqOx.a-b’“-“Oa.qOx, 
where b(“-r) E $@@-l), a E d, q E Q and x E N. Suppose that we have a cycle in Cln, 
that is, C~,$-” @ XC o~qi = 0 with CE 1 11 b~-l’ 11 I/Xi 11 1 qi II < 00. Let 2 E ess- 
mod-9 be the module of sequences in Q of the form (h), where II(&) II 3 
C II bl”- ‘) II II Xi II II Ci II < cc. Since (qi) E 2 we may, by Cohen’s factorization theorem, 
write (qi) = (ii). b with (ii) E ((qi). LB- G Z. Let Q &a P g JX! and P Gd Q E ~3 be 
given by bimodule isomorphisms 1 and ,U respectively as in chapter 4, and write 
b = /~(Cpj@drrj). Put aij = A(ci @gpj) and let 
u = - 5 br-l’@aijQrj@xi. 
i,j=l 
Then 
d,,(u) = 1 bi”- ‘) Qaij.rjOxi-Cbl”-“QrjOxi.aij. 
i,j i,j 
Let b(“- ‘) E 9i?@@- ‘) and p E P. Then the map from N x Q defined by 
(x,q)-b’“-“@x.A(qO,p) 
is clearly &‘-balanced, SO, since C,z 1 by- ‘) @I Xi md qi = 0, we get 
Cbj”-“Oxi.I(qiO,pj)=O 
for each j. By continuity we have 
C by- ‘) @ rj @ xi. aij = 1 b!“- ‘) @ rj @ Xi. l(ci @,pj) = 0. 
I t 
It follows that 
Qxi 
proving that the cycle bounds. 0 
Lemma 6.4. Z&M’, JZZ & X) = (0)for any X E mod-d and n 2 1. 
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Proof. We shall use a similar application of Cohen’s factorization theorem to define 
a ‘local contracting homotopy’. First note that if we for a E&’ define 
s,“:C,(~,d~X)-C,+l(d,d~X) by 
s”,(q 0 *** @u,@a@x)=uI@ .a. @u,@u@a@x 
we have, denoting the Hochschild differentials by a,,, 
a,$#, Q ... 0 a, 0 u 0 4 
= s:-‘an_,(ul Q ~~~@u,@u@~)+(-l)“u~~ . ..@ua@x 
If dn-l(CiulO -.. @ al 8 ui @I xi) = 0, then, using Cohen’s factorization theorem, 
we may write ui = b’a with (b’),“, 1 E ((a’). ai’)- and Ciaf 0 . . . @ uf @I b’@ xi abso- 
lutely convergent. By continuity we have 
. . . @af@b’@$ 
> 
=O 
and therefore 
c U~Q . . . Qu&)biQx’ 
i=l >) 
=(-1)” f aI@ a.. @uA@b’a@x’ 
i=l 
=(-1)” $ uf@ ... @aaf@u’@x’. cl 
i=l 
We return to the proof of acyclicity of the horizontal chain complexes for n 2 1. By 
the first lemma we have exactness of 
c 2n d. Cl, d. Con- 0 
Using the Rieffel isomorphism d &,, Q z &Q, the complex 
. . . - Cnl+l,n- G*,- *** - c2,,- 
is seen to be isomorphic to the complex 
-C,(d,~~~)~(n--l)~,)~~Q 
- C,,,_&~&G&&?@-~)& M)&>,Q 
+ ...-C,(~,~~~)~(n-l)~M)~~Q 
The lemma together with flatness of _,Q gives the horizontal acyclicity. Vertical 
acyclicity follows symmetrically, so Lemma 6.1 completes the proof. Cl 
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Corollary 6.5. Let d z W and suppose A? is amenable. Then 93 is amenable. 
Proof. Since J& has a bounded approximate identity, it is amenable if and only if 
x0(&,X) is Hausdorff and &(&‘,X) = (0) for all n 2 1 and all X E ess-d-mod- 
d. cl 
More generally we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.6. Let & and B be Morita equivalent, let F be the equivalence jiinctor of the 
categories of essential bimodules, and let X E ess-d-mod-d. Then the bounded Hoch- 
schild cohomologies S”(&,X*) and &‘“(29,(FX)*) are isomorphic. 
Proof. The dual of the double complex giving isomorphism of Hochschild homolo- 
gies %” (d, X) and Z’*@, FX) is a double complex in the third quadrant, vertically 
and horizontally acyclic, except possibly on the axes and with the Hochschild cochain 
complexes for bounded cohomology on the axes. 0 
Corollary 6.7. Let ~2 and 3 be Morita equivalent. Then the bounded simplicial 
homologies S*(&, a) and Z*(B,B) are isomorphic, and the bounded cyclic homolo- 
gies, A?C,(JS’) and %C,(SJ), are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let _&P& and &QI be the modules providing the equivalence. Then 
tp@a E BP O& .GZ &,, Qg, so that the first statement follows from Theorem 6.2. Since 
~2 and W have bounded approximate identities, the long exact sequence of Connes 
exists [35, 121, yielding the validity of the second assertion. 0 
Remark. The version of bounded Hochschild homology for non-unital algebras we 
treat, is what in [ 181 is called ‘naive Hochschild homology’. The main reason for this is 
that naive bounded Hochschild homology is predual to bounded Hochschild co- 
homology with coefficients in dual modules, the latter being of long standing import- 
ance in the theory of Banach algebras. If Hochschild homology of a non-unital 
algebra is defined by extension of functors, then the long exact sequence of Connes is 
automatically transferred from the unitization and thus holds for all (Banach) alge- 
bras, see [19,35]. We are grateful to M. Wodzicki for having brought this point to our 
attention. 
7. Some applications 
We would like to apply the theory to algebras of compact operators. Let F(X) be 
the algebra of operators on a Banach space X uniformly approximable by finite rank 
operators, let .X(X) be the Banach algebra of compact operators, and let W(X) be the 
Banach algebra of all bounded operators. In order for F(X) to have a bounded 
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approximate identity it is sufficient and necessary that X* has the bounded approxi- 
mation property, and similarly .X(X) has a bounded approximate identity if and only 
if X* has the bounded $-X(X)“-approximation property (that is, the identity on X* 
can be approximated in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta by 
adjoints of operators in ,X(X)), see [ll, 311. 
First we note an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 6.5. In [ 1 l] 
it is shown that if .X(X) and .X(X*) have bounded approximate identities, then 
x(X) and ,X(X*) are simultaneously amenable. The proof uses the fact that, if 
y(X)OP is represented as the left ideal of adjoint operators in .X(X*), we have 
%-(X)opx(X*) = .K(X *). Exploiting this fact we actually have the following corol- 
lary. 
Corollary 7.1. Suppose that ,X(X) and .X(X*) have bounded approximate identities. 
Then 3Y(X)“p z %?(X *). In particular ,X(X) is amenable if and only if x(X *) is 
amenable. 
As an other application we look at [lo, Theorem 6.21. Slightly reformulated it says 
in the context of algebras of the kind F(X):Let X and Y be two Banach spaces. 
Suppose that P(X) and 9(Y) both have bounded approximate identities and that 
the product maps 9(X, Y) 6 F( Y, X) -9(Y) and 9(Y,X) 6 F(X, Y)- 
F(X) both are surjective. Then P(X) is amenable if and only if 9(Y) is amenable. 
In order to shed more light on this we start by finding the irreducible 9(X)- 
modules. We need a definition. 
Definition 7.2. Let X be an arbitrary Banach space. Let F be a closed subspace of X * 
and let Z be a closed left ideal of P(X). Define 
@(F)=clspan{x@r*IxEX,<*EF} 
where x @ c* is the notation for rank-l operators. Define also 
Y(z)=(~*Ex*~3xEx\(o):xo~*EI}. 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose X has the approximation property. Then Q, is a lattice 
isomorphism between the lattice of closed subspaces of X* and the lattice of closed left 
ideals in 9(X). The lattice inverse is Y. 
Proof. Clearly G(F) is a closed left ideal of y(X), so @ is a lattice homomorphism 
between the two lattices we consider. Since Z is a left ideal and X is irreducible over 
9(X) we may as well describe Y(Z) by Y(Z) = {r* E X* 1 VXE X:x @ 5* E I}. It is 
then immediate that Y(Z) is a closed subspace of X*, so that Y is a lattice homomor- 
phism between the two lattices. 
Let Z be an arbitrary closed left ideal in 9(X). Then clearly @(Y(Z)) E I. Since 
X has the approximation property every operator in Z is the limit of a sequence of 
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finite rank operators from I. It follows that Z is the closed span of its rank-l operators, 
so we cannot have strict inclusion: x 0 <* E Z * t* E Y(Z) * x 0 <* E @(!Z’(Z)). 
Let now F be a closed subspace of X*. Then 
<*EF 0 xot*EY(F) V’XEX. 
The implication * follows from the definition of @. Hence suppose x # 0 and 
x Q 5* E Y(F). Then there is a sequence of finite rank operators S, = xi xl 0 fl with 
all fl’s in P such that S,- x @ 5 *. Choose x* E X* so that (x,x*) = 1 and put 
g,*=Ci(x~,x*)f”.Then~,*~FandxOx*S,=x~~,*,so~:-~*.SincePis 
closed we have <* E F. Since, by definition of Y, 
x @ <* E Q(F) V’xe X o <* E Y+(F) 
we have F = Y(@(F)). 0 
We can now prove that X is the only irreducible module over 9(X). 
Proposition 7.4. Let E be an irreducible module over 9(X) and suppose that X has the 
approximation property. Then E g X as a module. 
Proof. Let L be a maximal modular left ideal of F(X) such that E g F(X)/L. Since 
L # 9(X) and since Y is a lattice isomorphism we have Y(L) # X*. Choose 
l* E X* \ Y(L) and let Q : F(X)- 9(X)/L be the canonical map. By Proposition 
7.3, the map x- Q(x @ t*) is a bounded non-zero module map between the 
irreducible modules X and E. By Schur’s lemma and Banach’s isomorphism theorem 
it is an isomorphism of Banach-F(X)-modules. 0 
Theorem 7.5. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that X* and Y* both have the 
bounded approximation property. Then F(X) z 9(Y) ifand only ifthe canonical maps 
9(X, Y) &WY,X)- F(Y), 
F(Y,X)6qX,Y)-F(X), 
are both surjective. 
Proof. Let &’ = F(X) and 99 = 9(Y), and assume that the maps are surjective. Then 
9Pd = 9(X, Y) and &rBQa = F(Y,X) are equivalence modules. Suppose conversely 
that there is a full Morita context (&,a, Q,P,p,A). Since an equivalence preserves 
irreducible modules (Proposition 5.1(3)) it follows from Proposition 7.4 that 
P @,, X g Y as modules over 9 and Q &,, Y z X as modules over d. Making these 
identifications we see that each p E P represents an operator X- Y by 
x- p O&x of norm not exceeding 11 p 11. It follows that each operator S E F(X) can 
be written S = C TSi, Si E B(X, Y), Ti E 98( Y,X) such that C 11 T I/ II Si 11 < CO. Since 
S can be written as a product of 3 operators from F(X) it follows that we may choose 
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Si E 9(X, I’) and q E F(Y,X). By symmetry we get the other half of the state- 
ment. 0 
We would like to use the algebras 9(X) and modules 9(X, Y) as a further 
illustration of the concept of a Morita context. First we determine the spaces of 
homomorphisms. 
Proposition 7.4. Let d = F(X) and let Y,Z be two Banach spaces. Then 
h#?X, Y),WX,Vl and WY3 are isometrically isomorphic. 
Proof. Let S E 93(Y, 2). Then C&T) = ST (T E 9(X, Y)) defines a module 
homomorphism, and clearly 11 cps 11 I 11 S 11. Conversely, suppose that cp is a bounded 
module homomorphism, and choose x0 E X, xg E X* such that x$(x0) = 1 and 
11 x0 11 = II xt )I = 1. Then S,(y) = q(y @ x:)x0 defines an operator S, E 9#(Y,Z) with 
IIS,II 2 Ilrpll - N ow S,(y) = qs(y @ x:)(x0) = S(y)xg(xo) = S(y). We also have 
rps,(Y 69 x*) = @,Y) 0 x* = WY C3 x,*)x,> 0 x* = cp((y @ x%x0 8 x*11 = cp(Y C3 
x*). Since clspan ( y @ x* } = 9(X, Y) it follows that cps, = cp. I7 
Proposition 7.7. Let ~4 = F(X) and let P& = 9(X, Y). Suppose that & has a bounded 
approximate identity. Then P& is a generator if and only if S(Y,X) &I 
9(X, Y)---+ F(X) is surjectiue, and P& is an approximate progenerator if and only if 
9(X, Y) 6% WY,X) --+ F( Y ) is also surjective and Y has the bounded approximation 
property. If P& is an approximate progenerator, then the Banach algebra P &I~ P” is 
isomorphic to 9 ( Y ). 
Proof. Since &Px = F(X).AJ( Y, X) = F( Y, X) by the previous proposition, the first 
statement follows from Proposition 4.7. 
Suppose now that P,, is an approximate progenerator. According to Theorem 4.11 
this implies that 9(X, Y) &&4t(Y,X) is isomorphic to a closed two-sided ideal of 
2#’ = a(Y) with a bounded left approximate identity. Since this ideal obviously 
consists of approximable operators, 9(X, Y) &&9#fY, X) r 9(Y). It follows that 
F(Y) has a bounded left approximate identity, so that Y has the bounded approxi- 
mation property. This proves the ‘only if’. Conversely, if Y satisfies the hypothesis, 
then 9(X, Y) &&F(Y,X) E F(Y), so that Theorem 4.11 tells us that P& is an 
approximate progenerator. 0 
Example 7.8. Let V, (p = 0,l I j < co ) be the spaces introduced by Johnson [16]. 
In [17] it is shown that V. has a shrinking basis and that Ug* = %t does not have the 
approximation property. The space C, has for each p = 0,l I p < co the property 
that every approximable operator factors through it. First note that for any Banach 
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space the product map 9(X**, X) 6 99(X,X**)- 9(X) is surjective, [S, VI.4.21. 
Put X = q0 and Y = Ut*. Then P& = 9(X, Y) is a generator for & = S(X), 
P &>, P” = F(Y), but 9(Y) does not have a bounded left approximate identity. 
Hence both conditions on Y in Proposition 7.7 are necessary. 
Now let X and d be as before, but put Y = %?i = X*. Then 9 = P &,, P” = F( Y ), 
has a bounded left approximate identity, but not a bounded right approximate 
identity [l 1,311. The opposite algebra d”P is, by taking adjoint maps, isomorphic to 
a left ideal of W = 9(Y) so that dopg = W. By Corollary 4.12, d z &“‘P. The 
algebra 9(X) is not Morita equivalent o 9( Y ), simply because the latter does not 
have a bounded approximate identity. Hence the existence of bounded approximate 
identities has to be stated explicitly in Theorem 7.5. 
8. Concluding remarks 
One of the reasons that Morita equivalence is a powerful tool is its usefulness in 
computing invariants. This usefulness of course rests on the fact that the Morita 
equivalence classes in general are much larger than the isomorphism classes. It is 
therefore an important task to establish a Morita theory for as large a class of Banach 
algebras as possible, while still keeping important Morita invariants. From this point 
of view it is perhaps disconserting that the algebra @ of complex numbers is only 
Morita equivalent o the matrix algebras M,(C). Example 4.15 suggests that C ought 
to be Morita equivalent o algebras of nuclear operators on Banach spaces with the 
approximation property, providing an analogue of Morita equivalence between C and 
x(Z) in the C*-algebra context. The property of @ of being homologically separable 
is of course then no longer Morita invariant, but there will be other advantages. Most 
notably perhaps, a theory including algebras of nuclear operators has good prospects 
of providing a setting to discuss induced representations and abstract imprimitivity 
theorems along the lines of [25]. As an example, let us look at the question of which 
bounded (non-involutive) representations of a discrete group G are induced from the 
trivial subgroup by means of /i(G) viewed as a bimodule in f,(G)-mod-@. If it is 
possible to regard e,(G), as an equivalence module we should be able to determine 
the bounded G-modules induced from @ by means of Morita equivalence between 
C nd N(e,(G)), the nuclear operators on the Banach space e,(G). We intend to return 
to this in a subsequent paper. 
We have in this paper laid the framework for a general theory. It is our hope that it 
will serve as a means for classification for general Banach algebras as well as for 
specific classes. To illustrate this, a possible classifying element could be ‘finite- 
infinite’. Thus, the content of [lo, Theorem 6.83 can be interpreted in this way. 
Reformulated in the spirit of the present paper it says that if & is an amenable Banach 
algebra with trivial virtual centre and p, q E _M(st’) are two complementary projec- 
tions in the multiplier algebra, then SZZ is Morita equivalent o either p&p or q&q. 
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This property is of course also shared by algebras F(X) with bounded approximate 
identities and X approximately primary as discussed before Theorem 6.9 of [lo]. 
Considering this as an analogue of Murray-von Neumann equivalence of projections 
in von Neumann algebras, these algebras hould be termed ‘infinite’. Esben Kehlet has 
kindly pointed out to us that, if W is a von Neumann algebra other than C, then .L&? is 
an infinite factor if and only if it has the property that for every projection p E W either 
p or 1 - p is equivalent o 1. In particular infinite factors are infinite in above sense. 
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